Relay Sockets and Assemblies - Component
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ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GMBH
HAUPTSTRASSE 14-16
78132 HORNBERG, GERMANY


Relay socket, Cat. No. CR-U3E.


Relay sockets and assemblies, Cat. Nos. CR-P012/024VADC1S, CR-S048/060VADC1S, CR-S110/125VADC1S, CR-S220/240VADC1S, CR-S006/024VADC1S.

Relay sockets and assemblies, Cat. Nos. CR-M2SF, CR-M4SF.

Marking: Company name or trademark and catalog designation on device or carton.
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ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GMBH
HAUPTSTRASSE 14-16
78132 HORNBERG, GERMANY


Relay sockets and assemblies, Cat. Nos. CR-M2SFBN, CR-M4SFBN.

Marking: Company name or trademark, and catalog designation and Recognized Component Mark for Canada symbol, on device or carton.
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